Spring Mills Middle School
255 Campus Drive
Martinsburg, WV 25404
304.274.5030
Design Features of the Chromebook case made by VolumeCases.






Ballistic Nylon Exterior
ID card holder
Shock absorbing edges
Heat dispersing risers
Reinforced spine







Support handle
Non slip pads
Cushioned velvet interior
Corner pockets hold the device
Slim design

_______ Yes, I would like to purchase a case for $26.00 (cash only). I
understand the cases will not be available on the Chromebook
deployment date of 10/25/17.
Student Name: ___________________________________________
Homeroom Teacher: ______________________________________
Color Choice: ____ Red ____ Blue
Please return the slip to the office or your child’s homeroom teacher.
Quantities are limited. SMMS has purchased 400 cases, 200 in red and
200 in blue. You are not required to purchase a case from Spring Mills
Middle. If you are planning to purchase a case elsewhere, the following
information will be helpful in selecting a proper case for our 1:1 device:
Acer Chromebook 11 N7 / C731 / Model N16Q13
**Again, cases will not be available at the time of deployment of the
Chromebooks. We anticipate the arrival of the cases in 3-4 weeks.
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